
Word Definition Translation In a sentence from film Time Tense

1 urban located in or characteristic of a city or city life міський Deep into the darkest heart of the urban jungle. 0:03:03 Present Simple

2 observe notice or perceive (something) and register it as being significant спостерігати Stand back and observe.  0:04:11 Present Simple

3 remind
assist (somebody acting or reciting) by suggesting the next words 

of something forgotten or imperfectly learned
нагадувати

That tie (галструк) reminds me of those, what do you call it, ink blot 

tests.
0:05:33 Present Simple

4 ink blot tests rorschach test
психологічний тест з 

кляксами

That tie (галструк) reminds me of those, what do you call it, ink blot 

tests.
0:05:33 Present Simple

5 bareback riding without a saddle без сідла It sort of looks like a young woman riding bareback. 0:05:44 Present Simple

6 savings money you save by economizing заощадження Savings.  0:06:32 Present Simple

7 layout a plan or design of something that is laid out схема, план, макет Layout's not bad. 0:07:15 Present Simple

8 motion detector a device that detects moving objects датчики руху The motion detectors are a pain.  0:07:19 Present Simple

9 dirt nap to kill someone, and therefore make them nap in the dirt занурити мордою в бруд You mess with Niko, you end up taking a dirt nap. 0:07:49 Present Simple

10 get panties in a twist to become overly emotional over something кип'ятитися на щось чогось Don't get your panties in a twist.  0:08:41 Present Simple

11 CPR cardiopulmonary resuscitation cерцево-легенева реанімація Hold on! I know CPR! 0:14:01 Present Simple

12 allow to give permission for someone to do something дозволяти No jumping up allowed. 0:15:52 Present Simple

13 metaphorically relating to or using metaphors метафорично We all wear masks, metaphorically speaking. 0:16:55 Present Simple

14 suppress
to prevent something from being seen or expressed or from 

operating
пригнічувати у собі We suppress the id, our darkest desires... 0:16:58 Present Simple

15 snooze sleep lightly or for a short period of time подрімати Snooze!  0:19:21 Present Simple

16 squeeze to press something firmly стиснути Squeeze me gently. 0:20:06 Present Simple

17 shy feel uncomfortable with other people соромитися Step right up here, don't be shy!  0:20:55 Present Simple

18 bashful reluctant to draw attention to oneself боязкий Nobody likes a bashful leather head. 0:21:00 Present Simple

19 innocent not guilty невинна людина I`d fight crime, protect the innocent... 0:22:19 Інше

20 overhaul the act of improving by renewing and restoring
капітальний ремонт, 

технічне обслуговування
It's time for an overhaul.  0:22:36 Present Simple

21 disturbance the interruption of a settled and peaceful condition порушення спокою Lt. Kellaway. You know anything about the disturbance last night? 0:23:48 Present Simple

22 prowler someone who sneaks about; usually with unlawful intentions вор-бродяга Some prowler broke in and attacked Mrs. Peenman. 0:23:56 Past Simple

23 unloaded remove (ammunition) from a gun випустити (патрони) She unloaded a couple of rounds of buckshot 5 feet from here. 0:24:02 Past Simple

24 buckshot small lead shot for shotgun shells картечка She unloaded a couple of rounds of buckshot 5 feet from here. 0:24:02 Past Simple

25 recall cause to be returned згадувати If you recall anything unusual about last night... 0:24:34 Інше

26 crack the case to find a criminal розкрити справу And good luck cracking the case. 0:24:46 Present Simple

27 quote refer to for illustration or proof цитувати No, you can quote me. - Looks like some A35 0:26:18 Present Simple

28 mob tactic mafia tactic дії мафіозі No, you can quote me. - Looks like some Mob tactic. 0:26:18 Present Simple

29 rubberneck a person who stares inquisitively зеваки Come on, get these rubbernecks out of here. 0:26:22 Present Simple

30 jerk a dull stupid fatuous person ідіотик I've been a jerk. 0:26:50 Present Perfect

31 creep an unpleasant person, especially a man гадина Then I could be a rich little creep too. 0:27:25 Past Simple

32 pout to push both lips forward in a sexually attractive way надувати (губи) You need somebody with full, pouting lips. 0:27:59 Present Simple

33 subscription
agreement expressed by (or as if expressed by) signing your 

name
підписка I canceled my subscription because they kept stealing... 0:28:24 Past Simple

34 decent
conforming with generally accepted standards of respectable or 

moral behavior
гідний You know how hard it is to find a decent man in this town? 0:29:33 Present Simple

35 starve die of food deprivation голодувати  I'm starving to death. 0:29:47 Present Continuous

36 suspicious not as expected підозріле When you were at Ripley Auto did you see anything suspicious? 0:29:53 Past Simple
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37 scam a fraudulent business scheme афера You've been using the place to run your own small-time scams. 0:31:23 Present Perfect Continuous

38 fed up
bored, annoyed, or disappointed by something that you have 

experienced for too long
сильно набридати I'm fed up with you. 0:31:48 Present Simple

39 break in to enter a place illegally and with the use of force вдиратися I'll use your empty little skull to break in my new nine iron. 0:32:01 Future Simple

40 deductible a deductible amount can be taken away from a total підлягають вичиту Fortunately, funeral bouquets (похоронні букети) are deductible. 0:43:13 Present Simple

41 deadbeat a person who tries to evade paying debts. нероба, паразит Ice this deadbeat.  0:43:18 Present Simple

42 give a damn to care at all about someone or something піклуватися Tell Scarlet I do give a damn.  0:44:20 Present Simple

43 warrant an official document that allows someone to do something ордер You got a warrant? Or did you come for a nightcap? 0:45:09 Past Simple

44 nightcap
a drink, sometimes an alcoholic drink, that someone has just 

before going to bed
напій перед сном You got a warrant? Or did you come for a nightcap? 0:45:09 Past Simple

45 stiff a dead body (slang) труп We got a stiff upstairs. 0:45:34 Past Simple

46 heist
a crime in which valuable things are taken illegally and often 

violently from a place or person
пограбування It's a guy from the heist. 0:45:34 Present Simple

47 downtown the central area or commercial center of a town or city центр міста We'll go downtown for a chat.  0:45:41 Future Simple

48 rob
to take money or property illegally from a place, organization, or 

person, often using violence
грабувати He robs the bank you work in, then I find this in the Coco Bongo. 0:47:22 Present Simple

49 fingerprint a mark made on a surface by a person's fingertip відбиток пальців We got fingerprints from currency (валюта). 0:48:17 Past Simple

50
beat someone to the 

punch
to do or achieve something before someone else is able to

обігнати когось, "зробити" 

його
He beat them to the punch.  0:48:22 Past Simple

51 doomsday the last day of the world's existence кінець світу I need some prints to lock this whack job up till doomsday. 0:48:31 Present Simple

52 bastard an unpleasant or despicable person виродок 50 grand to whoever finds that green bastard before the cops. 0:48:39 Present Simple

53 stroll in a short leisurely walk гуляти We have a crisis here and you stroll in an hour late? 0:49:50 Present Simple

54 put up with to tolerate or accept something that you’d rather not миритися If I must put up with...  0:49:54 Інше

55 fabulous extremely pleasing казковий, неймовірний You don't look real fabulous.  0:50:31 Present Simple

56 literally exactly, simply and without exaggeration у буквальному розумінні A metaphor, not to be taken literally.  0:53:38 Present Simple

57 delusion belief in something that is not true омана You suffer from a mild delusion.  0:53:41 Present Simple

58 consequence a result of a particular action or situation наслідок
But I am not responsible for (не беру відповідальність) the 

consequences.
0:53:54 Present Simple

59 emission the act of sending out gas, heat, light, etc. випромінювання, поширення The methane emissions really pick up the colors. 0:56:35 Present Simple

60 fate decree or designate beforehand доля Is it fate?  0:57:06 Present Simple

61 fraternize
be on friendly terms with someone, as if with a brother, 

especially with an enemy
брататися We are destined to fraternize?  0:57:11 Present Simple

62 vichyssoise
a thick soup made of boiled and puréed leeks, onions, potatoes, 

cream, and chicken stock.
луковий суп-пюре I will spread your p t. I will dip my ladle in your vichyssoise. 0:57:25 Future Simple

63 coy
affectedly modest or shy especially in a playful or provocative 

way
сором'язливий, скромний She's so coy.  0:57:35 Present Simple

64 confess
to admit that you have done something wrong or something that 

you feel guilty about
зізнатися Alright, I confess.  0:58:49 Present Simple

65 permit
an official document giving someone authorization to do 

something
дозвіл Bazooka. I have a permit for that. 0:59:54 Present Simple

66 wreck to destroy something completely руйнувати It's wrecking my life.  1:04:38 Past Continuous

67 vamp a woman who uses sexual attraction to exploit men жінка-вамп I've been vamping (пудрити мізки і загравати) for 20 minutes. 1:05:38 Present Perfect Continuous

68 condo one of the dwelling units in a condominium кондомініум I just can't lose my condo. 1:06:00 Present Simple

69 broadcast a radio or television program or transmission трансляція
Hardened cops dancing in the street and broadcast on the 11 o'clock 

news.
1:09:04 Інше

70 awfully extremely badly жахливо You two are getting awfully close. 1:15:22 Present Continuous

71 ridiculous  stupid or unreasonable and deserving to be laughed at сміховенно That's ridiculous. - Oh, is it? 1:15:30 Present Simple

72 prisoner a person who is kept in prison as a punishment в'язень You'll take me out as your prisoner. 1:18:55 Future Simple



73 cynical
believing that people are motivated by self-interest; distrustful of 

human sincerity or integrity
цинічний Now you're being cynical.  1:21:12 Present Continuous

74 sneak move or go in a furtive or stealthy manner крастися Take this gun and start sneaking people out the back. 1:23:55 Present Simple

75 thug an aggressive and violent young criminal бандит - What kind of thug are you? - All set, Dorian. 1:24:10 Present Simple

76 request an act of asking politely or formally for something прохання This is no time for last requests.  1:25:04 Present Simple

77 breed a particular type of animal порода тварин This must be a new breed.  1:28:37 Present Simple

78 incorrigible difficult or impossible to manage or control невиправний This guy's incorrigible.  1:30:41 Present Simple

79 headquarters
the premises occupied by a military commander and the 

commander's staff
штаб-квартира Take me to headquarters... 1:32:00 Present Simple



to describe permanent activities Mary lives is Scotlland.
to describe well-known facts It is hot in summer. 

I drink tea She drinks tea
to talk about timetable and 
arrangements The plane takes off at 8:00

Do you drink tea? Does she drink tea?
to talk about habits (every day, usually, 
seldom...) I drink tea every day.

I do not drink tea She does not drink tea to describe plot of books, movies, etc. Bart Simpson goes to Springfield school. 
when we comment sport events Henry passes to Beckham and he goals! 
with stative verbs (promise, like, love, 
etc.) I promise I will call off (cancel) the meeting. 

in zero conditional (permanent facts) If you take ice from the fridge, ice melts.

in first conditional (likely to be true in 
future)

If you give me 100$, I will buy a new english 
book. 

to talk about future plans after some 
words (as soon as, when, after)

I will call you back as soon as my sister 
arrives. 

I am drinking tea now. She is drinking tea now.

Are you drinking tea now? Is she drinking tea now?

I am not drinking tea now. 
She is not drinking tea 

now. 

I have just drunk tea. She has just drunk tea.

Have you just drunk tea? Has she just drunk tea?

I have not drunk tea yet. She has not drunk tea yet. 

I have been  drinking tea 
for an hour!

She has been drinking tea 
for an hour!

Have you been drinking 
tea for an hour?

Has she been drinking tea 
for an hour?

I have not been drinking 
tea for an hour. 

She has not been drinking 
tea for an hour.
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Опис часу

Present Simple
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:
Always, usually, always, often, seldom, hardly ever, 
rarely; Every day, at the weekend, on Fridays, twice 

times a week; in the afternoon, in winter.

Words:

Now, at the moment, today, tonight, tomorrow, next 
weekend, etc.

Words:

Present Perfect

to describe situations that is changing 
now

The helthcare system is getting worse and 
worse.

to describe actions happenning now 
(now, at the moment, etc.)

I am watching football now. 

to describe uncompleted actions that are 
supposed to be completed.

I have not drunk my tea yet. 

to describe past actions, results of which 
are in present 

I have cleaned my fridge. Now it is the 
cleanest fridge I have ever seen!

to describe habits that make you 
annoyed (with always, constantly, etc.)

You are always eating my sandwiches! Stop 
it!

to describe past actions that finished in 
past, but we do not know exact time 
(usually, to talk about experience) 

I have been to Latvia. 

to describe past actions that finished 
recently

I have just gone to the shop. 

to describe actions which started in the 
past and continue up to the present 
(focus on action)

I have had this brilliant wordlist for three 
days!

to talk about 100% plans in the future
I am visiting my friend in the hospital 
tomorrow.

to describe temporary (it will not 
continue) situations and actions (even 
temporary habits)

I am working for this company until I can find 
something better. 

Words:

Since my birthday, for three days (focus on action); 
just, recently, yet, ever, never, so far, etc.

Present Perfect Continuous
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Words:

Since my birthday, for three days (focus on duration); 
how long, all morning, all Monday, etc.

W
e 

us
e 
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t P
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:

to describe actions which started in the 
past and continued up to the present 
(focus on length)

I have been studying in UK for three years!

to describe past actions (focus on period 
of time), results of which are in present 

I have been writing all the morning! I am so 
exhausted.  



I drank tea yesterday She drank tea yesterday

Did you drink tea 
yesterday?

Did she drink tea 
yesterday?

I did not drink tea 
yesterday

She did not drink tea 
yesterday

I was drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.

She was drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.

Were you drinking tea 
yesterday at 3 p.m.?

Was she drinking tea 
yesterday at 3 p.m.?

I was not drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.

She was not drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.

to  describe synchronous actions
While Kate was reading a book, I was 
vacuuming.

to describe habits that made you 
annoyed (with always, constantly, etc.)

My wife was always eating all cakes!  

I had started to drink tea 
when you came.

She had started to drink 
my tea when you came.

Had you started to drink 
tea when I came?

Had she started to drink  
tea when you came?

I had not started to drink 
tea when you came.

I had not started to drink 
tea when you came.

I had been drinking tea 
for an hour when you 

came.

She had been drinking tea 
for an hour when you 

came.
Had you been drinking 
tea for an hour when I 

came?

Had she been drinking tea 
for an hour when you 

came?
I had not been drinking 

tea for an hour when you 
came.

She had not been drinking 
tea for an hour when you 

came.

Past Simple
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Words:

two days ago, yesterday, last week, last night, last 
summer, etc.

Words:

how long, since, beofre, by the time, for, etc.

Past Perfect
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  P
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Words:

By the time, already, ever, by, before, etc.. 

to describe an action that was 
completed before another one in the past 
or before a specific point of time in the 
past

Past Perfect Continuous
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Past Continuous
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Words:

While, as, yesterday at 7 p.m., in those days, at that 
moment, etc.. 

to describe actions in progress in the 
past

Mary was reading yesterday at 12 p.m.

to describe interrupted action in the past I was cooking when my mobile phone rang

in second conditional (untrue facts in 
present)

If I were you, I would sell blue car. 

to talk about short actions that 
interrupted the longer one

The action, which began in the past, 
lasted for some time and finished: 
1) just before a certain point in the past 
or 
2) before another action in the past 
started

While he was cooking, the telephone rang.

to talk about past habits (usually, 
seldom, often...)

When I was three years old, I often went to the 
park. 

to talk about past actions that happened 
one after another (stories in the past)

He cooked a cake and ate it.

to describe completed actions in the 
past

Mary visited Scotland last year.

Yesterday at six pm we had been watching 
this TV-show for a three hours!

By the time you came, we had been watching 
this TV-show for a three hours!

I had finished my homework when you called. 

I had finished my homework by three o'clock. 

to describe temporary (it did not 
continue) situations and actions (even 

I was living with my husband at that time. 

to describe background information of 
the story

There were a lot of people at the bus stop. 
Some of them were writing something in the 
copybook. Others were looking for money for 
the ticket in their pockets.   



I will drink tea next 
morning.

She will drink tea next 
morning.

Will you drink tea next 
morning.

Will she drink tea next 
morning.

I won't (will not) drink tea 
next morning.

She won't (will not) drink 
tea next morning.

Tomorrow this time I will 
be drinking tea.

Tomorrow this time she 
will be drinking tea.

Will you be drinking tea 
this time tomorrow?

Will she be drinking 
tea this time tomorrow?

Tomorrow this time I 
won`t (will not) be 

drinking tea.

Tomorrow this time she 
won`t (will not) be drinking 

tea.

I will have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

She will have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

Will you have gone to 
drink tea by tomorrow.

Will she have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

I won`t (will not) have 
gone to drink tea by 

tomorrow.

She won`t (will not) have 
gone to drink tea by 

tomorrow.

I will have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

She will have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

Will you have gone to 
drink tea by tomorrow.

Will she have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

I won`t (will not) have 
gone to drink tea by 

tomorrow.

She won`t (will not) have 
gone to drink tea by 

tomorrow.

I am going to drink tea 
tomorrow.

She is going to drink tea 
tomorrow.

Are you going to drink tea 
tomorrow?

Is she going to drink tea 
tomorrow?

I am not going to drink 
tea tomorrow.

She is not going to drink 
tea tomorrow.

Future going to
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:

to describe 95% plans in future

Words:

tomorrow, today, next Monday, this year etc.

Future Simple
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Words:

tomorrow, today, next Monday, this year etc.

Future Continuous
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:

Words:

tomorrow this time, tomorrow at 7 o’clock

to describe future actions at a specific point 
of time (in the process)

to describe longer action in the future that 
will be interrupted by a shorter action in the 

future

Future Perfect Continuous
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:

to describe actions which will finish at a 
specific point of time in the future or 
before another one in the future (focus 
on duration!)

By 9 pm we will have been doing this task for 
a five days! Let`s look at it another way.

Words:

For, since, by, next year etc.

Future Perfect

W
e 

us
e 

Fu
tu

re
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er
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ct
:

to describe actions which will finish at a 
specific point of time in the future or 
before another one in the future (focus 
on action!)

Words:

For, since, by, next year etc.

I am going to visit my husband tomorrow.

to describe a prediction of future events I will be at home tomorrow. 

to describe fast decisions about future
I do not have enough suger. I will go to the 
market.

to  describe offers, request etc. (about 
future)

Will you clean the fridge?

to  describe promises of future events Believe me, I will be on time!

Tonight at 6 PM, I will be watching TV.

I will be eating when she arrives tonight.

Next year my friend will have been married for 
a year.


